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GO Productivity

GO

is about Growth & Optimization

GO Productivity is an industry-led
not-for-profit social enterprise with
the mandate to support productivity
improvement, increase innovation, and
build a skilled and competent workforce
to improve Canada’s competitiveness and
economic sustainability.

We work directly with small and medium size enterprises on an analytical advisory, coaching,
and training basis.
Through a highly customized and facilitative approach, we partner with key stakeholders
across Canada to build leadership and innovation capacity at the regional and firm level.
We continually strive to inform and update our services with the most up-to-date thought
leadership to equip Canadian organizations for higher levels of competitiveness and growth.

GO

To be the leading facilitators and recognized experts in productivity
and competitiveness tools, research, and applications, building our
clients’ capacities through coaching to increase the competitiveness and
prosperity of progressive companies in construction, energy services,
manufacturing and supply sectors.

GO

To be the preferred choice of Canadian progressive companies for
productivity and growth tools and services.

GO

Make work fun
Collaboration
Respect
Commitment
Responsible risk
Never satisfied with good enough

Mission

Vision

Core Values

GO Productivity
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Report from the Chief Executive Oﬃcer
Welcome to the 2016 Annual Report for GO Productivity
It’s been an exciting year full of accomplishments for both the GO Productivity team and our valued clients and partners.
The journey we started a number of years ago continues, and it’s never become boring. We’ve learned to embrace
the uncertainty and find our place within it. It’s not always comfortable, and it’s definitely not easy, but if it were easy,
everyone would be doing it.
Our work has taken GO Productivity across Canada and we’re seeing growing interest from every region in the work that
we’re doing and the positive impact that our message and services are having in a wide array of industries.
This past year has been filled with accomplishments and successes, for both us and our clients, building on the great
work that has been happening since 2008:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 30 clients accessing $162,000 in funding from the Canada Job Grant to support productivity
improvement training
Expansion of service reach and depth across Canada, with projects in southern Ontario, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland & Labrador
Certification of two GO Productivity team members as Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belts
Expansion of our Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt program to be eligible for Canada Job Grant support
Successful delivery of our Process & System Innovation Program to 18 clients from across the Prairies
Expansion of our Executive-in-Residence initiative, allowing us access to leading senior executives and change
agents from across industry
Significant positive productivity improvements realized by our clients, in excess of $4 million in direct impact to
their collective bottom line.

Continuing shifts in the economy and the uncertainty that businesses continue to face pose significant challenges to
GO Productivity in the promotion and delivery of productivity improvement services. These forces have given
GO Productivity a push to build markets beyond Alberta, and developing partnerships in Atlantic Canada and southern
Ontario.
The Canada Job Grant has also proven a great opportunity for both GO Productivity and our clients, providing a way for
businesses to access practical and applied training to develop their staff through a 66 percent rebate of eligible training
expenses. Many clients of ours have used this program as a way to improve performance of current employees in current
roles and as a way to leverage the quieter period and train more of their staff in preparation for future work.
The team we have assembled is GO Productivity’s most valuable asset, and I’m privileged to work with every one of
them. Without this group of talented, dedicated, and passionate individuals GO Productivity would not be delivering the
high quality service our clients have come to know, and we would not be making near the positive impact on Canadian
businesses nor garnering the international attention that we are.
Thank you for your support and for joining GO Productivity on this journey.
Lori Schmidt
Chief Executive Officer
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Report from the Chair of the Board of Directors
On behalf of the Board of Directors, welcome to the 2016 Annual Report for GO Productivity.
I’ve had the pleasure of being an advisor and director of both Productivity Alberta and now GO Productivity since 2011.
For the last year, I’ve had the honour of serving as the Chair of the Board of Directors and leading, what I believe, is one
of the strongest and more effective social enterprise boards in Canada.
Industry continues to face significant challenges, the likes which come around only once in a generation. Business
leaders across Canada are making tough decisions on a variety of fronts, but I’m heartened to see more Canadian
business leaders making productivity improvement a strategic priority and competitive advantage. It’s these leaders
and their companies choosing to engage with GO Productivity who are going to be prepared for whatever the future
may bring.
The news is filled with stories of falling commodity prices, workforce reductions, and bankruptcies and defaults, and it’s
sometimes tough to keep your team (and yourself) motivated. However, we need to work hard at finding a spark for that
motivation in order to tackle the challenges head-on and see things through past the latest rough patch.
GO Productivity is helping business and organizations of all sorts, in regions across Canada, to access services and
training to build and strengthen their people, their operations, and the potential to tackle the challenges of not only
today, but every tomorrow to come.
To the current and future clients of GO Productivity, thank you for being one of the progressive Canadian companies
that is driving positive change and success in the country. I encourage you to tell your colleagues, associates, and
even your competitors about the great work you’re doing and the positive impact GO Productivity has had on your
organization.
As a board, we continue to govern and provide guidance, and we have the utmost confidence in the team of people that
is GO Productivity. We’re proud of the accomplishments that have been achieved, both our team and our clients, and
we’re excited to see what will come in the next year.
To my fellow Directors, I extend many thanks to each of you for your commitment and service to GO Productivity, and for
your continuing belief in what we’re doing.
Thank you.
Liz Stretch
Board Chair
GO Productivity
Vice President, Strategy
ATB Financial

GO Productivity
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Where we’ve worked

Map of where GO Productivity has worked
GO Productivity was founded in Alberta,however productivity improvement knows no borders. Our network
of staff, partners, resources, and clients reaches from coast to coast to coast, and we’re thrilled to be making a
difference in so many regions.
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A Sample of Client Profiles
Indigenous Machined-Goods Manufacturer – Northern Alberta
Conducted basic productivity training and value-stream mapping that led to:
•
•
•

Reduced production labour hours by 15%
Reduced inventory carrying cost by 6%
Implementation of job schedule communication board, reducing scheduling time by 20%

Gasket and Pipe Support Manufacturer – Central & Northern Alberta
Provided project management and guidance in optimizing the layout and commissioning of a new facility in
Fort McMurray. Additionally, provided operational excellence training for the entire staff of their Edmonton
facilities and Lean Six Sigma education to six team members to support continuous improvement activities
within the company.

Indigenous Commercial Laundry Facility – Central Alberta
Assisted the company in facility layout improvement and process analysis. Conducted a statistical analysis of
washer and dryer capacity utilization which revealed:
•
•
•

Purchase of additional dryers was not needed (contrary to what was originally thought)
Process changes to increase overall equipment utilization
Some billing irregularities which led to cost recovery

Procurement & Distribution Centre – Central Alberta
Used value-stream mapping to inform a layout and process re-design that led to:
•
•
•

GO Productivity

80% reduction in “within-facility” materials transportation
50% reduction in processing lead-time
30% reduction in footprint of processing area
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Industrial Textile Manufacturer – Central Alberta
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt training and coaching, as part of the larger Process & System Innovation Program
•
•
•

Realized a 70% productivity improvement in a key laminating process
Successfully tackling orders 20 times larger than their previous typical orders
Increased team engagement

Institutional Construction Company & Supplier – Central Alberta
Custom productivity improvement project between construction general contractor and supplier
•
		

Approximately 30 improvements implemented to improve material installation productivity by
25%, measured by man-hours per unit, statistically adjusted for weather

Agricultural Machinery Manufacturer – Manitoba
Lean Six Sigma training and coaching, as part of the larger Process & System Innovation Program
•
•
		

Improved the parts packaging and shipping process to ensure on-time delivery to customers
Reduced the hours required for handling parts being prepared for shipping by 40-50%, 			
translating to ongoing annual savings exceeding $100,000

Automotive Industry Manufacturer – Niagara Region, Ontario
Conducted leadership coaching, Lean Six Sigma training, and value-stream mapping that led to:
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•
•
•

Increased annual net profit from $0 to $170,000 within one year
Improved quotation accuracy by 84%
Improved on-time-delivery by 79%

•

Developed 24-month plan to capture an additional $100,000 in profit via defect reduction

GO Productivity

GO
Canada

National Activity
GO Productivity continues to build its presence across Canada, with a focus on Southern Ontario and Atlantic
Canada.
We work with regional partners to develop programming and identify target clients to undertake productivity
improvement projects on a pilot basis, expanding the reach by building local capacity to sustain delivery and
impact well into the future.
Southern Ontario has been the focus region for the development of a new signature product for GO
Productivity, the Productivity ARC. Based on the company’s broader framework of Assessment, Roadmap, and
Coaching, the Productivity ARC provides a standard framework through which companies are ushered and
from which they can access more in-depth services.
Responsiveness to the local context and needs is key to GO Productivity’s growth across Canada, as is the
support of regional partners and stakeholders that help fund this Canada-wide work.
Projects developed and delivered by GO Productivity with local partners include:
Golden Horseshoe ARC Project (Hamilton, Mississauga, Oakville, and Burlington) Phase 1 with five companies
was completed, and Phase 2 is underway and will be completed by end of March 2017 to an additional five
companies in manufacturing, machining, and agricultural products.
Newfoundland Productivity ARC Project, delivered locally in partnership with the St. John’s 		
Board of Trade, is a combination of direct delivery and capacity building with the local partner.
Niagara ARC Project, which is working with five companies identified by the local economic
development partner from a slate of more than 200 member companies.
Productivity training around the Productivity Assessment Tool and client engagement strategies
We are developing a 10 company ARC Project starting April 2017. This was the result of a successful delivery of a
pilot ARC in January 2016 for the Nova Scotia Project in spring 2016.
Hybrid Productivity/Sustainability ARC pilot project with the Provision Coalition aimed at the agriculture and
food process industry. This involved delivering a tailored Productivity ARC to a local agri-food manufacturer, with
a goal of expanding delivery capacity to other companies and regions.
New ARC Projects are being significantly explored in New Brunswick with Opportunities New Brunswick,
and British Columbia.
Building strategic collaborations with the addition of a new Executive-in-Residence in British Columbia,
a partner-supplied ARC delivery resource in Newfoundland & Labrador and a Senior Productivity
Advisor resource in Ontario.

GO Productivity
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Project Alignment & Delivery (PAAD)
Project Alignment & Delivery (PAAD) is a group of industry leaders that facilitates industry improvement in
Alberta on project delivery with a lead-by-example approach; demonstrating and implementing best practices
using a large network with representation from all levels of the project delivery value chain. PAAD was founded
in 2014 by a group of industry professionals and GO Productivity in order to start taking action on the key
issues hurting the energy industry in Alberta.
Over the last two years they developed their mission and goals and conducted three pilot projects, started
three implementation projects, and built a larger network of aligned parties to further engage the industry.
PAAD Vision:
The Alberta energy industry will be Twice as Safe, Twice as Productive and Internationally Competitive by 2020.
What is PAAD?
1.

Industry Coalition – Founder and Associate Members representing all parts of the industry from
Owner, EPC, Contractor to supplier. These members represent Alberta energy-related projects; focused
on Industrial Construction.

2.

Demonstration Projects – Trying a new best practice for the first time in a protected environment.
These projects are often an existing project being worked on by a Founder member and applying a best
practice.

3.

Implementation Projects – Taking the best practice and lessons learned during the demonstration
project and implementing with consideration for work process and company culture.

4.

Collaboration/Network – Work together with similar initiatives to make sure our combined efforts are
improving the industry. This includes finding and engaging marketing expertise and best practice
development expertise. PAAD is part of a larger initiative now called the Alberta Projects Improvement
Network (APIN). We are direct partners with the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA),
Supply Chain Management Association of Alberta (SCMA), and JuneWarren-Nickles Energy (JWN).

GO Productivity facilitates PAAD and established itself as a Dynamic-Virtual Organization under the GO
Productivity umbrella; all roles are filled by part-time GO Productivity contracted-staff and assigned delegates
from the Founders and Associates. The Founders meet quarterly, there are four Work Groups that meet every
2-3 months and a budget, strategic plan, and business plan is approved annually and maintained.
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Lean Six Sigma Training

12

White Belt
Grads

24

Yellow Belt
Grads

22

Green Belt
Grads

4

Black Belt
Grads

GO Productivity
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GO Golf 2016

Innovation on the Links
GO Productivity’s 2nd
annual Golf tournament
was a tremendous
success, and brought 100
golfers for a great day of
golf and innovation.

PINE

Productivity Improvement
Network Edmonton
Continues to bring
companies together
on a monthly basis to
learn from each other
about their productivity
improvement experiences

CBC Edmonton
Turkey Drive
In December 2015
GO Productivity
volunteered our time
and resources at the 20th
annual Turkey Drive
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Statement of Financial Position
As at September 30, 2016
2016

2015

6,424,909
16,279
49,662
10,160

5,735,397
88,485
43,182
9,904
-

6,501,010

5,876,968

329,925

410,424

6,830,935

6,287,392

266,730
5,531,470
823,227
42,449

269,423
2,607
5,111,277
823,227
42,449

6,663,876

6,248,983

169,796

212,245

6,833,672

6,461,228

Assets

Current
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 4)
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and deposits
Inventory
Goods and services tax receivable

Capital assets (Note 5)

Liabilities

Current
Accounts payable and accruals (Note 6)
Goods and services tax payable
Deferred contributions (Note 7)
Note payable (Note 2)
Current portion of leasehold inducement (Note 8)

Leasehold inducement (Note 8)

Commitments (Note 9)
Economic dependence (Note 10)

Net Assets
Unrestricted
Invested in capital assets

148,101
(150,838)

(103,497)
(70,339)

(2,737)

(173,836)

6,830,935

6,287,392

Approved on behalf of the Board

GO Productivity
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Statement of Operations

For the year ended September 30, 2016

Grant revenue (Note 11)
Other revenue
Program development and licensing
Project Alignment and Delivery program (Note 12)
Advisory and coaching services
Lean Six Sigma training
Workshops and other
Events
Miscellaneous
Returned third party funding

Total revenue

Expenses
Salaries and benefits
Contracts - programs, tools and services
Rent (Note 8)
Professional fees
Computer and website
Amortization
Travel
Events
Staff training
General and administrative expenses
Marketing communications
Membership fees
Insurance
Telephone
Interest and bank charges
Bad debts (Note 12)
Total expenses
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses
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2016

2015

1,784,200

2,196,067

400,022
289,286
123,015
82,179
44,432
32,206
13,182
-

104,441
255,000
191,212
99,857
115,587
327,502
1,781
78,513

984,322

1,173,893

2,768,522

3,369,960

874,858
849,030
336,163
142,821
86,211
81,114
71,210
38,874
36,214
27,982
13,500
13,035
12,572
11,821
2,018
-

1,009,165
1,104,963
356,365
148,962
103,171
92,515
83,751
406,426
45,787
37,061
36,335
7,004
12,922
25,704
4,201
26,250

2,597,423

3,500,582

171,099

(130,622)
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F12.net
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Fountain Tire
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Global Federation of Competiveness Councils
Industry Canada
Innovate Calgary
Islay Agencies Ltd.
Investors Group
IRAP
JGR Communications
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Konica Minolta Business Solutions
Kobot
LHAS Corp.
Martin Prosperity Institute
Mynmax
NAIT
Niagara Industrial Association
Niagara Region Economic Development
Nisku Ford
Nova Scotia Business Inc.
Optimax Beneﬁts
Opportunities New Brunswick
Prairie Manufacturer
Prime Capital
Provision Coalition
SCMA Alberta
Spieker Point Inc.
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Sunny Corner Enterprises Inc.
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University of Alberta
University of Calgary
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